Bracelets measures 5½” [14 cm] excluding
ties

SPECIAL TERMS
knot-bearing cord = the cord around which
knots are tied.
knotting cord = cord used to make knots

LC3944

Left Over
Half Hitch

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES

craft

Slip Knot

Left Over Half Hitch = tie Left Over Half Hitch
once

Designed by Red Heart Design Team

What you will need:
Red Heart® Sizzle: 1 spool each
8251 Citron A, 8529 Parakeet B,
8700 Bright Pink C

Left
Over
Double
Half Hitch
(Forward
Knot)

Safety pin or tape

Slip knot = adjustable knot in which one
strand can slide up and down the other

Buy Thread
RED HEART® Sizzle™, 100% Nylon
Thread, Art. 146 available in 100 yd
(91 m) spools

Left Over Double Half Hitch = tie Left Over
Half Hitch twice
Right Over Double Half Hitch = tie Right
Over Half Hitch twice
Continued...

Skinny Stripe
Bracelet
Make it, wear it, or give it! Use colorful nylon
cord for this easy knotted bracelet pattern
with cool striping. Fun for giving to all your
best buds!

Please Note: Print this pattern using Landscape Orientation.

Find more ideas & inspiration: www.redheart.com
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Overhand Knot

Overhand knot = small knot used to bring
strands together

RedHeart.com
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LC3944 Skinny Stripe Bracelet

Notes
1. Attach bracelet to fabric pillow, pin board
or other soft fixed point with a safety pin,
OR clip to clipboard OR use tape to attach
it to a table.
2. Stripe pattern is created by using left edge
cord as knotting cord across each of other
cords in bracelet. Knotting cord becomes
knot-bearing cord on right edge, and new
color on left edge becomes knotting cord.

BRACELET

Prepare cords
Cut one 72” [183 cm] length in each color.
Holding ends together, fold cords in half; tie a
¾” [2 cm] long slip knot at the halfway point.
Secure slip knot to fixed point.

Continue as above until back to original cord
order—1 pattern repeat complete.
Repeat from * until bracelet measures 5½”
[14 cm] from loop or to desired length. Tie
overhand knot to secure.

FINISHING

Divide cords into 2 equal groups. Braid each
group and tie overhand knot to secure. Trim
ends to same length.
Insert 1 braid through loop of slip knot; tie
braid ends together with overhand knot or in
a bow to secure.

ABBREVIATIONS
A, B, C = Color A, B, C; [ ] = work directions in
brackets the number of times specified; * =
repeat whatever follows the * as indicated.

Arrange single strands of cord in following
order:
A, B, C, A, B, C

Knot cords
*Beginning at left edge with A, tie Left Over
Double Half Hitch over each of the 5 other
cords, ending at the right edge of the piece;
cords will now be ordered B, C, A, B, C, A.
Beginning at left edge with B, tie Left Over
Double Half Hitch over each of the 5 other
cords, ending at the right edge of the piece;
cords will now be ordered C, A, B, C, A, B.
Beginning at left edge with C, tie Left Over
Double Half Hitch over each of the 5 other
cords, ending at the right edge of the piece;
cords will now be ordered A, B, C, A, B, C.

Please Note: Print this pattern using Landscape Orientation.
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